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Abstract

A one-dimensional model that is able to store the stratigraphy emplaced by prograding
bedforms with a downstream slip face is validated against experimental results. The
laboratory experiment describes the migration of a Gilbert delta on a sloping basement
into standing water, i.e. a condition in which the stratigraphy emplaced by the delta5

front (the lee face) is entirely stored in the deposit. The migration of the delta front and
the deposition on the delta top are modeled with a total and a grain size based mass
conservation models. The vertical sorting on the delta front is modeled with a lee face
sorting model, as a function of the grain size distribution of the sediment deposited at
the brinkpoint, i.e. at the downstream end of the delta top. Notwithstanding the errors10

associated with the grain size specific bedload transport formulation, the comparison
between numerical and experimental results shows that the model is able to reasonably
describe the progradation of the delta front, the frictional resistances on the delta top,
and the overall grain size distribution of the delta top and delta front deposits. Further
validation of the model under the case of variable base level is currently in progress to15

allow for future studies on Gilbert delta progradation at field scale.

1 Introduction

The stratigraphy emplaced by streamwise migrating bedforms with a downstream slip
(or lee) face such as deltas, bars and dunes is typically characterized by a fining upward
profile (e.g. Carling and Glaister, 1987; Rigsby, 1984). Recent experimental studies20

(Kleinhans, 2002, 2005a; Blom et al., 2003) show that in the case of bedload dominated
systems this vertical sorting is the result of several processes that can be summarized
as follows (Fig. 1). Bedload sediment is deposited in a wedge on the topmost part of
the slip face of the bedform until the static angle of repose of the material is reached.
This mechanism is termed grain fall, and it is characterized by preferential deposition25

of coarser grains in the upstream part of the grain fall deposit (Fig. 1a). When the static
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angle of repose is exceeded, the wedge collapses, a grain flow is initiated, and the
remobilized sediment avalanches down the lee face. During the grain flow sediment
sorting takes place, and coarse sediment is deposited over the lower part of the lee
face, while fine sediment remains trapped in its upper portion (Fig. 1b).

A numerical model to reasonably reproduce the stratigraphy emplaced by down-5

stream migrating bedforms is composed of sub-models that, respectively describe (1)
the total sediment mass conservation in the system (e.g. Wright and Parker, 2005a, b),
(2) the mass conservation of sediment in each grain size range (e.g., Hirano, 1971),
and (3) the sorting process on the lee face (e.g. Blom and Parker, 2004; Blom et al.,
2006). Each sub-model has its purpose. In particular, total sediment mass conservation10

models, type (1), predict the rates of channel bed aggradation and/or bedform migra-
tion. Type (2) models account for the mobility of sediment particles of different sizes on
the stoss face of the bedforms and on delta tops. Finally, lee face sorting models, type
(3), synthetically describe the grain fall–grain flow mechanism that occurs on the lee
faces of the bedforms. Bookkeeping procedures to store stratigraphy are implemented15

to record the spatial variation of the characteristics of the deposited material.
Here we present the comparison between experimental measurements and one-

dimensional numerical predictions of stratigraphy, defined as the vertical and stream-
wise variation of grain size distribution within the deposited sediment (Viparelli et al.,
2010a), in the case of an experimental Gilbert delta prograding into standing water20

(Ferrer-Boix et al., 2013). These experiments are characterized by the following con-
ditions: (i) the system is always net depositional, (ii) the stratigraphy emplaced by the
delta front (i.e. the migrating lee face) is entirely stored in the deeper portion of the
deposit, (iii) the stratigraphy emplaced on the delta top is stored in the upper portion of
the deposit, and (iv) the mode of sediment transport on the delta top is lower plane bed25

bedload regime, i.e. migrating dunes and bars that would partially rework the upper
portion of the delta top are not present.

The mass conservation sub-model (type 1) is validated by comparing measured and
predicted longitudinal profiles of delta elevation and delta front migration rates. Due
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to the different depositional processes on the delta front and on the delta top (Fig. 1)
these experimental results allow for the validation of both the grain size specific mass
conservation sub-model (type 2) and the lee face sorting sub-model (type 3). In partic-
ular, the type (2) sub-model is validated with the comparison between measured and
predicted grain size distributions of the topmost layer of the delta top deposit at the5

final state of the experiment, while the lee face sorting sub-model (type 3) is validated
by comparing the grain size distribution of the front deposits, i.e. the deposit below the
delta top.

The paper is organized as follows: the relevant characteristics of the laboratory ex-
periment and the numerical model are, respectively presented in Sects. 2 and 3. The10

comparison between measured and numerical results is discussed in Sect. 4. The re-
sults of the study and the plans for future work are summarized in the last section of
the manuscript.

2 The laboratory experiment

The laboratory experiment is performed in the 12 m long and 0.60 m wide tilting flume15

at the Hydrosystems Laboratory, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign (Ferrer-Boix
et al., 2013). The parent material is a mixture of sand and pea gravel with a geomet-
ric mean diameter, Dg, of 3.43 mm, and a geometric standard deviation of 1.75. The
grain size distribution of the sediment mixture is represented in Fig. 2, where the blue
line represents the cumulative grain size distribution. The yellow diamonds denote the20

fractions of sediment finer than the bound diameters, Dbi, used in the numerical runs
presented in Sect. 4. The red line connects yellow squares denoting the fractions of
sediment contained in each characteristic grain size range, i.e. the grain size range
bounded by two consecutive bound diameters, Dbi and Dbi+1. The sediment in each
characteristic grain size range is modeled as uniform and with characteristic grain size25

Di equal to the geometric mean of the bound diameters (e.g. Parker, 2004).
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The laboratory flume operates in sediment feed mode, i.e. water and sediment are
fed at a constant rate at the upstream end of the flume. In particular, the flow rate of
47 Ls−1 is controlled with an electromagnetic flow meter, and the feed rate of parent
material is set at 800 gmin−1 with a screw type feeder.

The flume is tilted with a bottom slope of 2 %. An initial 10 cm thick layer of parent5

material is placed on the bottom of the flume for the entire length of the experimental
section. The downstream water elevation is set at 26 cm above the initial deposit by
means of a transverse wall located 9 m downstream of the flume entrance. The ex-
periment starts when the flow and the sediment feeder are simultaneously turned on.
A downstream migrating Gilbert delta forms and migrates downstream. The experiment10

terminates when the Gilbert delta reaches the transverse wall, i.e. after 10.42 h.
Longitudinal profiles of delta elevation are periodically recorded (i.e. after 0.15, 0.67,

1.05, 2.30, 3.97, 5.98 and 8.50 h from the beginning of the experiment) with four ul-
trasonic transducer probes (Wong et al., 2007). At the end of the experimental run,
a last longitudinal profile is measured and core samples are collected in 6 locations15

of the deposit (i.e. 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5 and 8.5 m downstream of the flume entrance)
with the metallic box described by Blom et al. (2003). Each core sample is sliced into
2 cm thick layers. Each layer is oven dried and its grain size distribution is measured to
characterize the emplaced stratigraphy. Further details on the experiment are reported
in Ferrer-Boix et al. (2013).20

3 The numerical model

The numerical model to predict the stratigraphy emplaced by a downstream migrating
Gilbert delta is built by means of coupling (i) a delta progradation model, type 1 (Wright
and Parker, 2005a, b), (ii) an active layer model for mass conservation of non-uniform
sediment on the delta top, type 2 (Hirano, 1971; Parker, 1991a, b), (iii) a lee face sort-25

ing model for the delta front, type 3, (Blom et al., 2013), and (iv) a procedure for the
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storage of stratigraphy (Viparelli et al., 2010a). The role of each model is schematically
represented in Fig. 3 with the definition of the model boundary conditions and outputs.

As discussed by Blom (2008) different modeling approaches can be used to couple
grain size specific mass conservation models (type 2) and lee face sorting models (type
3). The active layer approximation (Hirano, 1971, as modified by Parker, 1991a) is used5

herein because (i) it can be implemented with reasonably large spatial and temporal
steps allowing for future laboratory and field scale applications (Blom, 2008), and (ii)
it reasonably reproduces the stratigraphy emplaced under lower plane bed bedload
transport conditions on the delta top (Viparelli et al., 2010a, b).

The numerical model is a one-dimensional (laterally-averaged) model of delta growth10

based on the standard shallow water equations of open channel flow and on the equa-
tion of sediment conservation (e.g. Parker, 2004). Before outlining the governing equa-
tions and the numerical scheme for the storage of grain size stratigraphy, the simplifying
assumptions are listed below. Some of these assumptions are introduced to apply the
model at laboratory scale and can be relatively easily relaxed for field scale applica-15

tions:

1. the volume bedload transport rate is orders of magnitude smaller than the flow
discharge, so that the quasi-steady approximation (De Vries, 1965) holds and the
bed elevation profile can be considered as unchanging in the hydraulic calcula-
tions;20

2. the channel cross section is rectangular, with constant width B and vertical smooth
sidewalls;

3. the flow is Froude-subcritical and the shallow water equations are reduced to the
equation for a backwater curve, so that the equations can be integrated upstream
starting from the brinkpoint, i.e., the downstream end of the delta top;25

4. the laboratory flume is long enough, so that entrance effects can be reasonably
neglected.
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3.1 Calculation of the flow

As in Viparelli et al. (2010a), the shallow water momentum equation is modified to
account for the different shear stresses acting on the smooth flume sidewalls and on
the rough delta top. This correction is necessary to properly model bedload transport
in a laboratory flume (Vanoni, 1975). The water mass and momentum conservation5

equations for open channel flow, respectively take the form

∂H
∂t

+
∂UH
∂x

= 0 (1)

∂UH
∂t

+
∂U2H
∂x

= −gH ∂H
∂x

+gHS − 1
ρ
τe (2)

where H denotes the water depth, U is the cross sectionally averaged flow velocity,10

g is the acceleration of gravity, S denotes the slope of the delta top, ρ is the water
density, τe is the effective shear stress associated with the resistances of the smooth
sidewalls and of the rough bed, t and x are, respectively a temporal and a streamwise
coordinate.

The simplified version of the Vanoni–Brooks decomposition (e.g. Francalanci et al.,15

2008) of the shear stress into a sidewall and a bed component to estimate the effective
shear stress, τe, implemented in the previous versions of the model is substituted with
the complete Vanoni and Brook (Vanoni, 1975) decomposition, as modified by Chiew
and Parker (1994). These formulations are based on the assumption that the cross
section can be decomposed into two non-interacting regions, the bed region and the20

sidewall region, where the mean flow velocity and the energy gradient are equal to
the mean flow velocity, U , and the energy gradient, Sf, of the entire cross section. The
continuity equation thus takes the form

A = Aw +Ab (3)
25

where A is the cross sectional area, and Aw and Ab, respectively denote the area of the
wall and of the bed region.
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The main difference between the Chiew–Parker and the simplified Vanoni–Brooks
decomposition (e.g. Francalanci et al., 2008) is related to the partition of the cross
section between the smooth sidewall region and the rough bed region. The underly-
ing assumption of the simplified Vanoni and Brooks formulation is that the boundary
between the sidewall region and the bed region is a 45 ◦ straight line. In the complete5

formulation (Vanoni, 1975; Chiew and Parker, 1994) the areas of the sidewall and of
the bed regions are computed from the flow characteristics, with a better estimate of
the shear stress on the rough boundary (Chiew and Parker, 1994).

The Chiew–Parker decomposition is based on the following form of the momentum
balance for the cross section:10

τe =
τbPb + τwPw

P
(4)

where τb and τw, respectively denote the shear stresses on the rough bed and on
the smooth sidewalls, and P , Pb and Pw are the wetted perimeters of the entire cross
section (B+2H), the bed (B), and the sidewall region (2H).15

In the case of turbulent open channel flow, the shear stresses can be expressed as
the product of the water density, the mean velocity squared and a non-dimensional
friction coefficient Cf, τ = ρCfU

2. Since the mean flow velocity is assumed to be the
same in the bed region, in the sidewall region, and in the entire cross section, Eq. (4)
can be rewritten as20

Cfe =
CfbPb +CfwPw

P
(5)

where Cfe is an effective non-dimensional friction coefficient associated with the re-
sistances on the sidewalls and on the bed, Cfb and Cfw denote the non-dimensional
friction coefficients for the bed and the sidewall region, respectively.25
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Under the assumption that the Darcy–Weisbach relation can be applied to the entire
cross section, to the bed and to the sidewall region, the energy gradient is given as

Sf =
CfeU

2

gr
=

CfbU
2

grb
=

CfwU
2

grw
(6)

where r , rb and rw denote the hydraulic radii (i.e. the ratios between the cross sectional5

areas and the wetter perimeters) for the entire cross section, for the bed and for the
sidewall region, respectively. Recalling that the Reynolds number of the cross section
is defined as Re = rU/ν, with ν denoting the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, Eq. (6) can
be rewritten as

Cfe

Re
=

Cfb

Reb
=

Cfw

Rew
(7)10

where Reb and Rew, respectively are the Reynolds numbers of the bed and the side-
wall region.

The unknowns in Eqs. (3), (5) and (7) are the friction coefficients, Cfe, Cfb and Cfw,
the area of the bed region, Ab, and the area of the wall region, Aw. Two closure relations15

are thus needed to solve the problem.
The first closure relation expresses Cfb as a function of the hydraulic radius of the

bed region, rb, and of the roughness height of the delta top, ks, as

C−1/2
fb

= 8.1
(
rb

ks

)1/6

(8)
20

Figure 3 in Viparelli et al. (2010a) shows that this bed resistance model is appropriate
to describe flow resistances in the bed region with Ferrer-Boix et al. (2013) sediment
mixture and flow conditions, if (i) the roughness height is assumed to be equal to 1.5
Ds90, and (ii) the active layer thickness is assumed to be equal to Ds90. Here Ds90
denotes the diameter of the active layer such that 90 % of the active layer sediment is25

finer.
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The second closure is the relation for hydraulically smooth walls given by Vanoni
(1975) to compute the Darcy–Weisbach sidewall friction coefficient fw = 8Cfw as a func-
tion of the Reynolds number of the wall region

1√
fw

= 0.86ln
(
Rew

√
fw

)
−0.8 (9)

5

Equations (1) and (2) are reduced to the classical backwater form using (i) the quasi-
steady approximation (De Vries, 1965) to drop the time dependence, and (ii) the def-
inition of effective shear stress as product of water density, mean flow velocity square
and effective friction coefficient, τe = ρCfeU

2. The backwater equation thus takes the
form10

∂H
∂x

=
S −CfeF r

2

1− F r2
(10)

where F r denotes the Froude number defined as U/(gH)0.5. In the numerical run de-
scribed below, Eq. (10) is integrated in the upstream direction with the downstream
boundary condition ξ = ξb = 0.26 m, with ξ denoting the water surface elevation above15

the datum and the subscript b indicating the downstream end of the delta top, i.e. the
brinkpoint (see Fig. 3).

3.2 Calculation of sediment transport and deposition on the delta top

Bedload sediment transport on the delta top is modeled with the version of the Ashida-
Michiue (1972) bedload relation of Viparelli et al. (2010b). This grain size specific bed-20

load relation is derived for mobile bed equilibrium conditions obtained in the same
laboratory flume and with the same sediment mixture of Ferrer-Boix et al. (2013).

During the Viparelli et al. (2010b) experiment the flume is operated in sediment re-
circulating mode, i.e. the sediment collected in the sediment trap is recirculated to the
upstream of the flume. Thus, during condition of non-equilibrium the sediment input25
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rate and its grain size distribution are not constant in time (Viparelli et al., 2010a, b).
In addition, in a sediment recirculating flume the total volume of sediment in the sys-
tem does not change in time, so the grain size stratigraphy of the bed deposit and the
equilibrium conditions are dependent on the initial experimental conditions (Parker and
Wilcock, 1993). Ferrer-Boix et al. (2013) operate the laboratory flume in sediment-feed5

mode, i.e. with constant grain size specific sediment input rate, and with a volume of
sediment in the flume that increases in time. In a sediment feed flume the conditions of
mobile bed equilibrium are independent from the initial condition of the experiment and
are dictated by the upstream input of water and sediment only (Parker and Wilcock,
1993). It is thus reasonable to expect that disequilibrium bedload transport conditions10

in a sediment feed flume, such as those of the Ferrer-Boix et al. (2013) experiment,
are somewhat different from those observed in a sediment recirculating flume (Viparelli
et al., 2010a).

As shown in Fig. 2, the parent material is divided in M (M = 9 for the numerical run
presented herein) grain size ranges with characteristic diameters Di . The volumetric15

bedload transport rate per unit channel width, qbT, is equal to the sum of the volumetric
bedload transport rates per unit width in the M grain size ranges, qbi,

qbT =
M∑
i=1

qbi (11)

Grain size specific non-dimensional volumetric bedload transport rates per unit width,20

q∗
bi, (Einstein parameters) are defined as (Parker, 2008)

q∗
bi =

qbi

Fi
√
RgDiDi

(12)

where Fi represents the fraction of active layer sediment in the generic (i th) grain
size range, and R denotes the submerged specific gravity of the parent material, i.e.25

(ρs −ρ)/ρ, with ρs denoting the density of the sediment. R = 1.58 for the experiment
discussed herein.
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The grain size specific Einstein parameters are computed as:

q∗
bi = 17β

(
τ∗bi − τ∗ci

)(√
τ∗bi −

√
τ∗ci

)
(13)

where β is an adjustment coefficient equal to 0.27 for the considered experimental
conditions, τ∗bi is the grain size specific non-dimensional shear stress on the bed re-5

gion (Shields number) and τ∗ci is its reference value for significant bedload transport of
sediment in the generic (i th) grain size range.

The grain size specific Shields number is defined as (Parker, 2008)

τ∗bi =
τb

ρRgDi
(14)

10

Its reference value for significant bedload transport is estimated with the hid-
ing/exposure function derived by Viparelli et al. (2010b) that is valid for the Ferrer-Boix
et al. (2013) experimental conditions

τ∗ci

τ∗scg
=


(

Di
Dsg

)−0.98
for Di

Dsg
≤ 1(

Di
Dsg

)−0.68
for Di

Dsg
> 1

(15)

15

where Dsg is the geometric mean diameter of the active layer, and τ∗scg represents the
reference Shields number for significant motion in the case of uniform sediment. τ∗scg is
equal to 0.043.

The Exner equation of conservation of total (i.e. summed over all the grain sizes)
sediment mass conservation takes the form (Parker, 2004)20

(1− λp)
∂η
∂t

= −
∂qbT

∂x
(16)

where η denotes the elevation of the delta top above the datum (Fig. 3) and λp is
the bed porosity, equal to 0.35 in the numerical run discussed below (Viparelli et al.,
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2010a). Equation (16) is solved to compute the aggradation rate of the delta top, and
to thus update the longitudinal profile of the Gilbert delta top at each time step.

The grain size specific equation of conservation of sediment in the generic (i th) grain
size range takes the form (e.g. Hirano, 1971; Parker, 2004)

(1− λp)
[
La

∂Fi
∂t

+ (Fi − fIi)
∂La

∂t
+ fIi

∂η
∂t

]
= −

∂qbi

∂x
(17)5

where La denotes the thickness of the active layer, Fi is the fraction of sediment in the
i th grain size range in the active layer, and fIi represents the fraction of sediment in the
generic grain size range exchanged between the active layer and the deposit during
channel bed aggradation or degradation.10

In the case of delta top erosion, the grain size distribution of the sediment exchanged
between the emplaced deposit and the active layer, fIi, is equal to the grain size dis-
tribution of the deposit. Whereas in the case of an aggrading delta top, the grain size
distribution of the sediment transferred to the deposit is assumed to be a weighted av-
erage between the grain size distribution of the active layer and of the bedload (Hoey15

and Ferguson, 1994)

fIi = αFi + (1−α)pi (18)

where pi denotes the fraction of sediment in the generic grain size range in the bed-
load, i.e. pi = qbi/qbT. Toro-Escobar et al. (1996) show with laboratory experiments20

that the parameter α should be greater than 0 and smaller than 1. When α = 0 the
grain size distribution of the sediment transferred to the substrate during channel bed
aggradation is equal to the grain size distribution of the bedload, and the downstream
fining observed in gravel-bed rivers cannot be modeled. Whereas, if α = 1 the surface
material is directly transferred to the substrate during channel bed aggradation, and25

the formation of the coarse pavement observed in gravel-bed rivers that regulates the
mobility of particles differing in size, (Parker et al., 1982; Parker and Klingeman, 1982)
cannot be modeled.
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To model the Ferrer-Boix et al. (2013) Gilbert delta experiment with Eqs. (8), (13)
and (15), the parameter α is equal to 0.2 (Viparelli et al., 2010a).

Equation (17) is solved to compute the time rate of change of Fi , and thus to update
the grain size distribution of the active layer at each time step.

3.3 Calculation of sediment transport and deposition on the delta front5

The bedload transport rate that reaches the brinkpoint is deposited as grain fall deposit
on the upper part of the delta front. Thus, the overall grain size distribution of the grain
fall deposit is equal to the grain size distribution of the bedload at the brinkpoint at the
specific time. When the static angle of repose of the sediment is exceeded, a grain
flow is initiated, and sediment is distributed over the delta foreset. In particular, coarse10

sediment is deposited more abundantly in the lowermost part of the front and finer
sediment is trapped more abundantly in the upper portion of the lee face.

Vertical sorting of sediment on the lee face of the delta front is modeled with the
lee face model of Blom et al. (2013). In particular, it is described in terms of a sorting
function, ωi , defined as15

ωi =
pi, b

fsi
(19)

where fsi represents the volume fraction content of sediment in the i th grain size range
on the slip face at elevation z above the datum, and pi, b represents the volume fraction
content of sediment in the i th grain size range in the bedload at the brinkpoint. In20

the Blom et al. (2013) the sorting function is assumed to linearly vary with the non-
dimensional elevation z∗ = (z−ηba)/∆, where ηba is the average elevation of the slip
face and ∆ is the slip face height,

ωi = 1+δiz
∗ (20)

25
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δi is the lee sorting parameter defined as

δi = 2p0.5
i, b

ϕ′
reli

σ0.7
qbb

(
τ∗bbsg

)−0.3
(21)

with σqbb denoting the standard deviation on the sedimentological φ scale of the bed-
load at the brinkpoint, τ∗bbsg representing the Shields parameter at the brinkpoint eval-5

uated with the geometric mean diameter of the active layer, Dsg. φ′
reli is the adjusted

relative arithmetic grain size defined as

ϕ′
reli =ϕi −ϕ′

mtop (22)

where φi is the characteristic grain size Di on φ scale, φi = − log2Di , and φ′
mtop is the10

adjusted arithmetic mean grain size of the lee face deposit

ϕ′
mtop =

M∑
i=1

ϕip
1.5
i, b

M∑
i=1

p1.5
i, b

(23)

3.4 Grids for the storage of the stratigraphy

The delta growth problem is characterized by a moving boundary at the downstream15

end of the delta top, the brinkpoint. Thus, Eqs. (10), (16) and (17) could be integrated in
a moving boundary coordinate system, in which the streamwise coordinate, x, is made
nondimensional with the coordinate of the brinkpoint, xb (Swenson et al., 2000). In
this moving boundary system the distance between the computational nodes does not
change in time but, due to the movement of the brinkpoint, it varies in the dimensioned20

coordinate system x (e.g. Wright and Parker, 2005a).
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In an active layer model, the moving boundary transformation requires cumbersome
interpolations of the size distributions associated with each computational node. The
grain size distributions associated with each node changes for (i) fluxes of sediment
in the streamwise direction due to the changing dimensioned spatial distance between
the computational nodes ∆x, and (ii) vertical fluxes of sediment due to aggradation and5

degradation of the bed deposit. The streamwise fluxes of sediment in the active layer
and in the bed deposit are estimated by interpolating the grain size distributions associ-
ated with the computational nodes, with a consequent loss of stratigraphic information.

Since the ultimate scope of the numerical model is to store and access the stratigra-
phy emplaced by the migrating bedform, the governing equations are not solved in the10

moving boundary coordinate system. A grid with a fixed distance between the com-
putational nodes, ∆x, is used to model sediment transport and deposition upstream
of the brinkpoint (Eke et al., 2011; Viparelli et al., 2011a). The distance between the
brinkpoint and the last grid node is denoted as ∆xbrink. As the brinkpoint moves down-
stream, ∆xbrink increases. When ∆xbrink >∆x, a new grid node is added to the fixed15

grid, as shown in Fig. 4.
The migration rate of the brinkpoint, cb, is computed under the assumptions that (i)

all the sediment is trapped on the delta front, and (ii) the lee face has a constant slope
Sl (e.g. Wright and Parker, 2005a), as

cb =
1

Sl − S |x=xb

[
qbbT

(1− λp) (xt −xb)
−
∂ηb

∂t

]
(24)20

where qbbT denotes the total bedload transport rate at the brinkpoint, ηb is the eleva-
tion of the brinkpoint above the datum, xb and xt, respectively denote the streamwise
coordinates of the brinkpoint and of the delta toe.

Equation (24) is derived by integrating the Exner Eq. (16) on the delta front. As sed-25

iment is deposited on the delta front, the delta toe migrates downstream with velocity
ct. The migration rate of the delta toe is computed assuming the continuity of bed ele-
vation, i.e. the elevation of the lowermost point of the delta front must be equal to the
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elevation of the basement. The continuity condition for the movement of the delta toe
takes the form (e.g. Wright and Parker, 2005a)

ct =
1

Sl −Sb

[
(Sl − S |x=xb

)cb +
∂ηb

∂t

]
(25)

where Sb denotes the basement slope.5

Due to the assumption of the constant slope of the delta front, Eqs. (24) and (25) are
solved to update the streamwise coordinates of the brinkpoint and of the delta toe, and
thus the longitudinal profile of the delta front.

The bookkeeping procedure of stratigraphy in the delta deposit, i.e. upstream of the
brinkpoint point, is that of Viparelli et al. (2010a). The bed is divided in two parts, the10

relatively thin and well-mixed (i.e. no vertical variation of the grain size distribution)
active layer, and the substrate, whose grain size distribution can vary in the vertical
direction. The grain size distribution of the substrate is stored in the grid represented
in Fig. 4 at time t. The substrate deposit is divided into horizontal well-mixed layers.
The lowermost grid node, node 1, is located on the datum, the uppermost grid node,15

node N, is at the active layer – substrate interface, i.e. at elevation η−La above the
datum. The grain size distribution associated with the grid node j is representative of
the layer bounded by the grid nodes j and j −1. The vertical distance between the
consecutive grid nodes from node 1 to node N−1 is Ls, equal to 2 cm in the numerical
run presented herein.20

The vertical distance between node N −1 and node N is ∆z < Ls. As the delta top
aggrades, sediment is stored in the topmost part of the substrate, and ∆z increases.
When ∆z becomes greater than Ls a new grid node is added to the grid (see Fig. 4
at time t+∆t). The distance between node N and node N −1 is equal to Ls and the
new node N +1 is added to the grid at the active layer-substrate interface. The grain25

size distribution of the material stored in each layer is a weighted average over the
thicknesses of the topmost layer of the grid and of the sediment deposited at each
time step. The grain size distribution of the sediment transferred to the substrate during
channel bed aggradation is fIi, given by Eq. (18).
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The stratigraphy of the delta front is stored in a moving grid (Fig. 4). The streamwise
distance between the Nf grid nodes is equal to ∆xfront = (xt −xb)/(Nf −1) which may
vary in time due to the different migration rates of the brinkpoint and of the delta toe.
Horizontal fluxes of sediment from the front to the fixed grid one time step later, and
between the nodes of the moving gird are estimated by interpolating the grain size dis-5

tributions of the sediment stored at the same elevation above the datum. Vertical fluxes
of sediment are computed to transfer the newly deposited sediment to the existing
front substrate with the same averaging procedure implemented for the delta deposit,
as shown in Fig. 4 (Viparelli et al., 2011a).

4 Results and discussion10

The numerical simulation of the Ferrer-Boix et al. (2013) experiment is performed with
a fixed distance between the computational nodes on the delta top, ∆x, of 0.1 m, a tem-
poral interval, ∆t, of 10 s and 40 moving grid nodes on the delta front.

The validation of the delta growth sub-model (type 1) is performed by comparing (i)
the brinkpoint location, xb, in time, and (ii) the longitudinal profile of delta elevation at15

the end of the experiment. Measured and numerical temporal variations of brinkpoint
location are represented in Fig. 5, where the vertical bars denote a ±5 % error. The
comparison between longitudinal profiles of bed elevation is reported in Fig. 6, where
the elevation of the initial deposit is represented in grey, the initial condition for the
numerical run is in blue, and the final longitudinal profile is in red. Error bars in Fig. 620

show that the numerical delta profile at the end of the numerical run approximates
the experimental data within a ±1 cm interval. Figures 5 and 6 show that the total (i.e.
summed over all the grain sizes) sediment mass conservation model is able to reason-
ably capture the temporal evolution of the longitudinal profile, and thus the total bedload
transport rates on the delta top. In addition, Fig. 6 shows that the bed resistance model25

reasonably reproduces the experimental conditions, since the slopes of the numerical
and the experimental delta top are reasonably similar.
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The validation of the grain size specific mass conservation model for the delta top
(type 2) is presented in Fig. 7, where the error bars denote a ±5 % interval around the
measured points. Due to the lack of experimental data on the grain size distribution of
the active layer, the comparison is done in terms of measured grain size distributions
of the topmost 2 cm of the experimental delta top (diamonds in Fig. 7) and the average5

grain size distribution of the topmost portion of the numerical deposit, i.e. the active
layer and the two uppermost layers of the grid for the storage of grain size stratigraphy
(red line in Fig. 7). The numerical results are averaged over a volume thicker than the
experimental samples to have a relative robust estimate of the grain size distribution
in a well-mixed layer characterizing the grain size distribution of the active layer and of10

the topmost portion of the substrate.
The comparison in Fig. 7 shows an overall reasonable agreement between measure-

ments and numerical predictions. In the sampling sections at 3.5 m, 6.5 m and 7.5 m
from the entrance of the flume the model underestimates the fraction of sediment in the
1.53 mm size range. This is balanced in Sect. 3.5 m by a slight overestimation of the15

sediment in the 5.02 mm and 7.74 mm ranges, and by a more severe overestimation
of the sediment in the 2.83 mm range in Sects. 6.5 m and 7.5 m. We suspect that the
differences between the numerical results and the experimental data are related to the
grain size specific sediment transport model, i.e. Eqs. (13) and (15).

As mentioned above, the Viparelli et al. (2010b) model is based on sediment re-20

circulating flume experiments. In this experimental setting, mobile bed equilibrium is
reached through a rotation of the longitudinal profile around the center of the flume. In
other words, only the topmost part of the deposit is reworked and the grain size distri-
bution of the transported sediment is constrained by the grain size distribution of the
mobilized sediment (Viparelli et al., 2010a). The flume in the Ferrer-Boix et al. (2013)25

experiment is operated in sediment feed mode, i.e. with a constant input rate of parent
material. It is thus reasonable to expect that the sediment mobility in the Ferrer-Boix
et al. (2013) experiment is slightly different than in the Viparelli et al. (2010b) experi-
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ments. Unfortunately no experimental data is available to further validate the bedload
transport model.

The numerical stratigraphy of the bed deposit is represented in Fig. 8 (with ∆x = 5 cm
and Ls = 1 cm for illustration purposes only), where the dots represent the grid nodes
for the storage of stratigraphy and the color scale represents the geometric mean di-5

ameter of the substrate layer. The blue oval indicates the portion of the delta deposit
whose stratigraphy is affected by the model initial condition, i.e. a well-mixed deposit
of parent material with the longitudinal profile represented in Fig. 6. The stratigraphy
of this initial profile does not significantly change in time during the numerical runs
because the delta front migrates downstream and just a thin layer of sediment is de-10

posited on top of the initial deposit. The black line in Fig. 8 represents the elevation of
the initial layer of parent material placed on the bottom of the flume. The two lines of
red dots in the upper part of the delta top denote the active layer thickness.

The color scheme of Fig. 8 shows that the model is able to reproduce the upward
fining profile emplaced by the downstream migrating lee face. A closer look at the Fig-15

ure reveals that the delta top deposits have a geometric mean diameter similar to the
parent material and finer than the active layer, as observed in gravel bed rivers (e.g.
Viparelli et al., 2011b). In addition, the sediment stored in the lowermost part of the
front deposit appears to become coarser in the downstream direction. This observed
downstream coarsening is not the result of an increasingly coarser bedload transport20

rate at the brinkpoint in time, as shown in Fig. 9 in terms of Dgbb, geometric mean diam-
eter of the bedload at the brinkpoint. We interpret the apparent downstream coarsening
as the result of the increasing delta front elevation, i.e. as the Gilbert delta progrades
on the steep basement, the delta front becomes higher, and there is more space to sort
the bedload material that reaches the brinkpoint. Numerical experiments are currently25

in progress to investigate if a similar downstream coarsening can be caused by relative
base level rise.
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The blue oval in Fig. 9 identifies the area in which the bedload transport rate at the
brinkpoint is affected by the initial model condition, i.e. the development of a coarse
active layer on the unarmored initial delta of parent material.

The lee face sorting model (type 3) is validated by comparing experimental and nu-
merical grain size distributions of the delta front deposit in the cross sections at 4.5 m,5

5.5 m, 6.5 m, 7.5 m and 8.5 m from the entrance of the flume. Data collected in the mea-
suring section at 3.5 m are not used in the comparison because, as shown in Fig. 8,
the numerical results are affected by the initial condition.

The comparison between experimental and numerical data is represented in Fig. 8
with vertical profiles of sediment fractions in the characteristics grain size ranges10

1.53 mm, 2.83 mm, 5.02 mm, and 7.74 mm. The diamonds represent the experimental
data, the red lines are the model results, and the horizontal error bars denote a ±5 %
error. The vertical elevation of the diamonds, z, corresponds to the elevation of the
center of each sampling layer above the datum, and the vertical error bars identify the
thickness of the sampling layer, i.e. ±1 cm.15

The comparison in Fig. 8 shows that, notwithstanding the uncertainties related to
the grain size specific bedload transport relation, and so the grain size distribution of
the bedload passing the brinkpoint, the model is able to reasonably capture the overall
grain size distribution of the delta front deposit. Significant differences between the
fractions of fine sediment, i.e. 1.52 mm and 2.83 mm, stored in the deposit in the 6.5 m20

and 7.5 m confirm what we have previously observed for the grain size distribution of
the delta top deposit, i.e. that the bedload transport model is not always able to properly
reproduce the transport of the finer components of the sediment mixture.

The bedload transport model, i.e. the predicted grain size distribution of the sediment
at the brinkpoint, is certainly one of the major sources of error in the prediction of25

the grain size distribution of the delta front deposit. An additional source of error can
be hidden in the lee face sorting model. As the delta front migrates on a 2 % sloped
basement, the delta front height increases (see Fig. 6). The Blom et al. (2013) lee face
sorting model is a linear model, Eq. (20), in the non-dimensional elevation z∗, thus
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non-linear effects due to an increasing front height are not explicitly accounted for. The
study of vertical sorting on an increasingly high lee face goes well beyond the purpose
of this paper, but we suspect that it may partially explain the differences between the
numerical and the experimental stratigraphy of the considered Gilbert delta.

5 Conclusion and future work5

The comparison between numerical and experimental stratigraphy emplaced by a mi-
grating bedform with a downstream slip face is conducted for the case of a Gilbert delta
prograding on a sloping basement into standing water. These experimental conditions
are appropriate for the validation of this type of models because the stratigraphy em-
placed by the migrating delta front (i.e. the lee face) is entirely stored within the deposit.10

In other words, a train of migrating bedforms, such as bars or dunes, does not rework
the lee face deposit.

The comparison is done in three steps. First, the flow and the total (i.e. summed
over all the grain sizes) sediment conservation models are validated against profiles
of channel bed elevation and migration rates of the brinkpoint. This comparison shows15

that

1. the numerical predictions of the streamwise coordinate of the brinkpoint are in
reasonable agreement with the experimental measurements (Fig. 5). Since the
migration rate of the brinkpoint is computed with an integral shock condition of the
equation of total sediment conservation, the model is able to reasonably predict20

the total bedload transport rates at the brinkpoint; and

2. measured and predicted slopes of the delta top are reasonably similar (Fig. 6),
thus frictional resistances on the channel bed are properly captured by Eqs. (3),
(5), (7)–(9)

Then the results of the grain size specific sediment conservation model on the delta25

top are validated against the grain size distributions of the topmost part of the delta
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top deposit. The results of Fig. 7 show that the model is able to reasonably capture
the overall grain size distribution of the delta top, but it tends to underestimate the
fractions of fine material deposited in the topmost part of the experimental Gilbert delta.
This is probably due to a failure of the bedload transport model, which is based on
sediment recirculating flume experiments and is applied to simulate a sediment feed5

flume experiment. Laboratory measurements on the grain size distribution of the active
layer are unfortunately non available to further validate the bedload transport model.

Finally, the numerical stratigraphy emplaced by the delta front is compared against
the laboratory data in Fig. 8. The model reasonably reproduces the upward fining ob-
served in the laboratory, but due to the errors in the predictions of the grain size dis-10

tributions at the brinkpoint, the differences between the numerical predictions and the
experimental measurements are sometimes larger than 5 %.

The results presented herein represent the first step in the validation of the numeri-
cal model. Further validation against laboratory experiments is currently in progress to
study the stratigraphy of a Gilbert delta under different scenarios of base level change.15

In the near future we plan to modify the code to not only store but also to access the
stratigraphy emplaced by prograding lee faces, and to model (1) Gilbert delta prograda-
tion at field scale, and (2) the formation of stacked Gilbert delta complexes at laboratory
and field scale.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the Gilbert delta stratigraphy. (a) Grain flow deposit, (b)
grain fall deposit.
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Fig. 2. Grain size distribution of the parent material. D denotes the grain diameter in millimeters.
The blue line is the cumulative distribution, and the yellow diamonds denote the bound diam-
eters used in the numerical calculations. The yellow squares indicate the fractions of parent
material contained in each characteristic grain size range, i.e. between two bound diameters.
The vertical black line is the geometric mean diameter, Dg, of the parent material.
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Fig. 3. The numerical sub-models and the relevant model parameters. x is a streamwise coor-
dinate, xb and xt are the coordinates of the brinkpoint and of the delta toe. H is the water depth
on the delta top. Boundary conditions for the model are the water discharge per unit channel
width, q, the total (i.e. summed over all the grain sizes) volumetric sediment feed rate per unit
channel width, qbTfeed, the grain size distribution of the fed material, pifeed, and the water eleva-
tion at the brinkpoint, ξb. Outputs of the delta growth model are the elevation of the delta top,
η, the elevation of the brinkpoint, ηb, the migration rate of the brinkpoint, cb, and the migration
rate of the delta toe, ct. Outputs of the grain size specific mass conservation model are the
grain size distribution of the active layer and the active layer thickness, La. Output of the lee
face sorting model is the grain size distribution of the sediment deposited on the delta front, i.e.
between the brinkpoint and the delta toe. The procedure for the storage of the stratigraphy is
implemented in the substrate, i.e. in the deposit below the active layer and on the delta front.
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Fig. 4. Model grids. GSD indicates grain size distribution.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between measured (diamonds) and predicted (red line) brinkpoint position.
Error bars denote ±5 % of the brinkpoint position.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between measured (diamonds and triangles) and numerical (lines) longitu-
dinal profiles. The profile of the bottom deposit (grey) is a model boundary condition. The delta
profile at t = 0.15 h (blue) is the model initial condition. The delta profile at t = 10.42 h (red) is
a model result. Error bars of the measured profile at t = 10.42 h denote ±0.01 m.
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Fig. 7. Comparison between predicted and measured grain size distributions of the topmost
part of the delta top. The diamonds represent the measurements and the red line is the numer-
ical result. Error bars denote a ±5 % error.
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Fig. 8. Numerical stratigraphy of the deposit. The dots represent the grid nodes, the color scale
is associated with the geometric mean diameter in millimeters of the substrate layers. The
black line represents the top of the initial layer of parent material. The blue oval indicates the
stratigraphy affected by the initial conditions.
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Fig. 9. Temporal variation of the geometric mean diameter of the bedload at the brinkpoint.
The blue oval indicates the initial numerical adjustment of the model, mostly related to the
development of a coarse mobile active layer.
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Fig. 10. Comparison between measured and numerical grain size distribution of the front de-
posit. The diamonds are the experimental data, and the lines are the numerical predictions.
Horizontal error bars denote a ±5 % error. The vertical elevation above the datum, z, of the
diamonds corresponds to the elevation of the center of the sample. The vertical error bars at
±1 cm denote the thickness of the sampled layer.
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